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Abstract 
 Scene text binarization and recognition is a challenging task due to different appearance of text in clutter back-
ground and uneven illumination in natural scene images. In this paper, we present a new method based on 
adaptive histogram analysis for each sliding window over a word of a text line detected by the text detection 
method. The histogram analysis works on the basis that intensity values of text pixels in each sliding window 
have uniform color. The method segments the words based on region growing which studies spacing between 
words and characters. Then we propose to use existing OCRs such as ABBYY and Tesseract (Google) to recog-
nize the text line at word and character levels to validate the binarization results. The method is compared with 
well-known global thresholding technique of binarization to show its effectiveness. 
 
Keywords: Adaptive histogram analysis, Scene text binarization, Scene text recognition, Region growing, 
Word segmentation, Global thresholding.   
 
1.0 INTRODUCTION  
Scene text recognition through binarization has drawn attention of the researchers to improve the recognition 
rate. This is because applying existing available OCR’s on scene text directly leads to poor recognition rate typ-
ically from 0% to 45% [1]. Besides, achieving good recognition rate is important for the applications, such as 
assisting visually impaired people to walk freely on street, assisting drivers to drive vehicle safely on road, as-
sisting tourists to look for tourist spots with the help of GPS information and retrieving events from the large 
database based on semantics [2, 3]. There are two types of methods in literature for recognizing scene text: (1) 
methods that recognize without binarization and segmentation of words and characters [2, 3] and (2) methods 
that recognize through robust binarization [4-6]. The first method works well but it requires large number of 
features and classifiers along with multiple thresholds to achieve good recognition rate. The second method 
works based on foreground and background features and it requires segmentation of text lines, words and char-
acters. These methods are good when the segmentation method separates foreground (text) and background in a 
proper manner. The first method requires pre-defined knowledge of data while these knowledge is not required 
in the second method. Therefore, we propose a new method by considering the advantage of the first method 
that consists of sliding window operation, foreground and background information from second method as well 
to overcome the problems of two methods. Overall, to the best of our knowledge, the existing methods achieve 
around 75% recognition rate at word and character levels [2, 3]. However, the above-mentioned applications 
require more than 90% recognition rate in document analysis for developing a working model. Therefore, there 
is a great demand and scope for discovering new method that can give a good recognition rate for scene text in 
natural scene images without assumptions.  
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2.0 RELATED WORK  
It is known that text binarization of scanned document is a familiar topic in the field of document analysis. Text 
binarization methods were developed to recognize scanned document with plain and white background. Howev-
er, these methods may not be suitable for text recognition in natural scene images as these images are complex, 
i.e., having clutter background and different appearance of text [1-6]. Therefore, in this work, we review both 
text binarization methods related to document and scene text analysis. Besides that, thresholding techniques 
(global and local) are quite popular in the field of document analysis. Several improvements over thresholding 
techniques have been proposed recently in the field of document analysis by extending them to support scene 
text binarization.  

 
 

Otsu’s method is popular for binarizing the image with less parametric as it works based on global thresholding 
technique. However, it gives good results when the image gives two distributions (foreground and background). 
Based on these distributions, the method computes global threshold [7] by minimizing the variance between the 
two distributions. The limitation of these distributions are resolved by Ye et al. [8] that apply Otsu method re-
cursively until it gives a stable mode instead of two modes. In order to avoid the problems of global threshold-
ing, Moghaddam and Cheriet[9] proposed a method based on an adaptive procedure, which is same as Otsu’s 
method by using local information. The threshold automatically classifies text and non-text regions. Out of 
many adaptive threshold binarization methods, Sauvola and Pietikainen‘s method [10] is one of the best meth-
ods that determine threshold based on Niblack’s method [11] procedure, which uses windows for text binariza-
tion. An improved version of Sauvola and Pietikainen‘s method has been developed by Trier and Jain [12] to 
classify non-text regions and their designed threshold value determination requires two parameters. The state of 
the art method for text binarization is proposed by Shayegan et al. [13]. This method classifies background 
roughly and uses the same background information for estimating threshold values. Su et al. [14, 15] proposed 
text binarization method which is placed first in the DIBCO’09 binarization contest done by Gatos et al. [16]. 
This method involves four steps: (i) background separation by polynomial fitting on the rows; (ii) stroke edge 
finding using Otsu’s in gradient domain, (iii) thresholding using local information by computing average for the 
detected edge pixels over a window and, finally, (iv) post processing to improve the accuracy. Fabrizio et al. 
[17] proposed method for text binarization, which is placed second in the same contest based on the toggle map-
ping morphological operations. To solve the problem of the salt-and-pepper noise, the method ignores the pixels 
that are close for both erosion and dilation operations. Then the method classifies the pixels as text, background, 
and uncertain. Based on boundary class, the uncertain pixels are grouped as background. The method which is 
placed third in the same contest was proposed by Rivest-Henault et al. [18]. This method involves the level set 
framework to find the boundaries of text strokes and binarizes a document image. This method consists of sev-
eral steps: (i) Initialization with the help of stroke map (SM) as in Farrahi-Moghaddam and Cheriet [19]; (ii) 
The level set framework for corrections using erosion mode and local linear models; and finally, (iii) The same 
level set operation with stroke Gray level force, which gives the final text regions as the interior regions.  
 
 
Though the document image quality is affected by blur or degradation, there are chances of document contain-
ing a region that can be classified as text and background. Several learning methods generally estimate probable 
text and background regions, and study the behavior of regions to classify it as text or background. For instance, 
Don [20] proposed a simple thresholding technique for identifying text and background. Bernsen[21] is the first 
one who successfully modifies Otsu’s method to become an adaptive method. However, the main weakness of 
this method is that finding correct values for the parameters. The second weakness of this method is that the 
global Otsu threshold itself. Moghaddam and Mohamed Cheriet[22] proposed AdOtsu: An adaptive and pa-
rameter less generalization of Otsu’s method for document image binarization. Similar to Otsu method, this 
work does not depend much on parameters.  
 
 
It is observed from the above methods that the document OCR engine does not work for camera based natural 
scene images due to the failure of text binarization in handling non-uniform background and non-illumination. 
Therefore, poor character recognition rate (67%) is reported in the ICDAR-2003 competition data [23]. This 
shows that despite high contrast of camera images, the best accuracy reported is 67% so far. It is noted that 
character recognition rate varies from 0% to 45% [1] for applying OCR directly on natural scene images. The 
experimental results of the existing baseline methods such as Niblack[11] and Sauvola et al. [10] show that 
thresholding techniques give poor accuracy for the scene images. An automatic text binarization method for 
color text areas in images and video based on convolutional neural network is proposed by Saidane and Garcia 
[4]. The performance of the method depends on the number of training samples. Edge based text binarization for 
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video text image has been proposed by Zhou et al. [5] to improve the video character recognition rate. This 
method takes Canny of the input image as an input and applies a modified flood fill algorithm to fill the gap on 
the contour. This method only works well for small gaps but not for big gaps on the contours. In addition to this, 
the method’s primary focus is on the graphics text and big font but not both graphics and scene text. 
 
 
Recently, Roy et al. [6] have proposed Wavelet-Gradient-Fusion for video and image text binarization method. 
In this work, they propose a new method using fusion of horizontal, vertical and diagonal information (obtained 
by the wavelet transformation process) and the gradient on text line images to enhance the text information. 
They apply k-means with k=2 on row-wise and column-wise pixels separately to extract possible text infor-
mation. Next, the method uses connected component analysis to merge some subcomponents based on nearest 
neighbor criteria. The foreground (text) and background (non-text) are separated based on new observation that 
the color values at edge pixel of the components are larger than the color values of the pixel inside the compo-
nent. Finally, they use Google Tesseract OCR to validate their results and the results are compared with the 
baseline thresholding techniques to show that the proposed method is superior to existing methods in terms of 
recognition rate on 236 video and 258 ICDAR 2003 text lines. 
 
 
From the above literature review, it is found that there is no perfect method to give perfect solution on text bina-
rization and recognition of scene text images. Hence, we propose a new method called adaptive histogram based 
method to overcome the problems of the existing methods.  
 
 
3.0 PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
 
In order to recognize the text line detected by the text detection methods, either we need to propose our own 
classifier or use available classifier by OCRs. In this work, we choose the second option that uses existing OCR 
rather than developing our own OCR or classifiers. We know that OCR accepts only binary image to recognize 
the text. It is also true that separating foreground (text) and background (non-text) of scene text line is challeng-
ing due to degradations, loss of information and distortions. Therefore, we propose an adaptive histogram analy-
sis for each sliding window over a text line. Since the proposed method requires segmented text lines (i.e., de-
tected by the text detection method) as input, we consider the height of the text block (i.e., fixed by the text de-
tection method) as width of the sliding window and form a square window. For segmented text line image, we 
plot a histogram by considering pixel values in X axis and number of pixels in Y axis. Then, we choose pixels 
that give a highest peak in the histogram bin as text pixels and display them as white pixels and generate output 
results in binary. We use region growing to segment the words and characters by studying the number of regions 
grown in the place of space between the words and characters. Dynamically, the method chooses threshold to 
segment the words. The dynamic threshold is determined based on the fact that the space between the words is 
higher than space between the characters. The segmented words and characters are subjected to the proposed 
adaptive histogram analysis to obtain binary image. Then we use ABBYY and Tesseract OCR to recognize the 
words and characters. Our proposed method is divided into two sub-sections. First section describes words and 
characters segmentation and second section describes an adaptive histogram analysis for text binarization.  
 
 
3.1.   Segmentation of Words and Characters  
We are inspired by the work presented in [24] for traversing arbitrarily orientated text in video. We propose to 
modify the growing method such that it studies the space between the words and characters. While growing, the 
method counts the number of regions grown in the space between the words and characters. Results are generat-
ed based on the distance between the words and characters. Our method applies k-means clustering with k=2 to 
separate low distances in a group and high distances in another group. Means are computed for both the groups. 
The low mean is considered for segmenting characters and high mean is considered for segmenting words. 
Then, we modify the region growing to determine thresholds dynamically for segmenting both words and char-
acters. The words and characters segmentation is illustrated in Figure 1. The first column shows input text lines 
segmented from input image with natural scene, second column shows words segmentation done by the pro-
posed method and third column shows character segmentation for the words in second column based on the pro-
posed method. From Figure 1, it is observed that the proposed method works well for different fonts, font size, 
background and different orientation. 
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3.2.   Adaptive Histogram Analysis based Method (AHA) for Text Binarization  
We observe from pixel values in text lines (i.e., detected by the text detection method [24]) that the values of 
text pixel in each character component have uniform colors compared to whole word. Based on this observation, 
we propose an Adaptive Histogram Analysis based method (AHM). For each text line image, we compute 
Height (H) of the text block and it is considered as height of the window. This is an advantage for text line seg-
mentation from the natural scene images that the closed bounding box for text lines is fixed by text detection 
methods. With this bounding box, we can easily compute height of text information. The same length of the 
height is considered as width of window to form a squared window. This is a simple and effective way to decide 
the size of the window compared to the methods [2, 3] that assume window size as a constant value or estimated 
from stoke width. This assumption led to major drawback of the existing methods that creates poor accuracy for 
recognizing text line in natural scene images. This is the major contribution of the proposed method. 
 
Then, we move the squared window as a sliding window, pixel by pixel over a text line image. For each sliding 
window, we plot a histogram to choose highest peak by considering intensity values in X axis and number of 
pixels in Y axis. We display all pixels in the highest peak as white pixels in the separate image. This process 
continues until the end of the text lines. As a result, a binary image is generated for the detected text line. The 
sample input text line image, square window based on height of text and generated binary image are shown in 
Figure 2(a), (b) and (c) respectively. From Figure 2(c), it is observed that the proposed AHM preserves the 
shape of the characters that is required to get good recognition rate by the existing OCR after the text binariza-
tion process.  
 
In order to show effectiveness of the proposed AHM, we compare the proposed AHM with Otsu that is a well-
known global thresholding technique for text binarization. By applying Otsu method on a whole image, we get a 
result with poor accuracy. Figure 3 shows the input images, text binarization results based on Otsu method and 
recognition results within double quote. It can be seen from recognition results that Otsu method implementa-
tion on whole image does not give good results.   
 

 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Input Text Line                    Words Segmentation          Character Segmentation  

Fig. 1: Sample results of the word and character segmentation  

(a).                                           (b)                                            (c)                       
Fig. 2: Illustration for sliding window  

       Input Text Line                    sliding window                                highest peak 
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We have tested Otsu method on whole text line image and sliding window over text line for comparison in terms 
of effectiveness. Figure 4 illustrates effectiveness of both the proposed and Otsu thresholding method. For the 
input text lines images (i.e., as shown in Figure 4(a)), we apply Otsu method on whole text line images to obtain 
binary image (i.e., as shown in Figure 4(b)). It is observed that Otsu method does not work well for whole text 
line image. Then, we apply Otsu method on our proposed sliding window to obtain binary images (i.e., as shown 
in Figure 4(c)). Results show that Otsu method does not work well for text line image with our proposed sliding 
window. On the other hand, the proposed AHM gives better results for input text line images (i.e., as shown in 
Figure 4(d)) where the text binarization results and recognition results are better than Otsu methods. The main 
reason forgetting a poor accuracy by Otsu method is that Otsu method only works well when the image gives 
clear distinction between text and non-text information. This assumption is good for plain background images 
but not for the images taken from natural scene images where the background variation is unpredictable. This 
work shows that the proposed AHM is more effective than Otsu method.  

 

“[FLATS 61t069,”            “1’ :actory”         “LJHIIII/1 T}???. ;..~   ‘g5" 
1 \.m{J[L13 "MERHNCV 
SERVICEVEHICLES ONLY” 

(b) Otsu thresholding 
 Fig. 3: Illustration of Otsu thresholding on full images  

(a) Input full images  
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4.0 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  
We consider different datasets to show that the proposed method is capable for handling different situations and 
diversified datasets. The proposed method is tested on 312 High Resolution Camera Images (HCI), 230 Low 
Resolution Mobile Camera Images (LMI), and the 210 standard dataset ICDAR-2003 competition data [25] to 
evaluate the performance of the proposed method. In total, the proposed method is tested on 752 images to show 
that the proposed method is superior to existing methods. For all three datasets, we test Otsu method on whole 
text lines image, adaptive Otsu method with sliding window, and the proposed Adaptive Histogram Analysis 
based Method (namely, Otsu, AOM and AHM respectively) to study the effectiveness of the methods. In 
addition, Otsu and AOM are considered as existing methods for comparative study in this work since Otsu is 
well-known method for document binarization. Further, character recognition rate is considered as a 
measurement to validate the text binarization results given by both existing and the proposed method. The 
results given by the text binarization methods are sent to both ABBYY [26] and Tesseract OCR [27] to obtain 
recognition results. The recognition results are shown in double quotation in all Figures. We conduct 
experiments on words and characters to test the character recognition rate by both ABBYY and Tesseract OCR. 
In addition, we evaluate the proposed and existing method in terms of average processing time (APT) that is 
defined as total processing time of the recognition of characters divided by number of text lines.  
 
4.1.   Experiments on High Resolution Camera Images (HCI)  
Figure 5 shows sample results of the proposed and existing methods for the HCI data. In general, the proposed 
AHM gives better results compared to Otsu and AOM. In Table 1, based on the reported quantitative results by 
ABBYY and Tesseract OCR, the character recognition rate of the proposed AHM is better than Otsu and AOM 

“FES\§;             “ 5i._9”                        “”                   “ “                          “EMERGENCY SERWCE 
VEHICLES ONLY   “ (b)  Otsu method 

“FLATS                  “61 to 69”             “_inen”                     “Factor”           “EMERGENCY SERVICE 
                                                                                                                                   VEHICLES ONLY” 
 (d) Adaptive Histogram Analysis based Method (AHM) 

 
Fig. 4: Comparison with Otsu and the Proposed Method 

“FES\§”               “ ;5i._9 ”                      “ ”                     “  “                         “EMERGENCY SERWCE 
                                                                                                                            VEHICLES ONLY “ 
          (c) Adaptive Otsu method 

(a) Input text line images 
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at text line, word and character level. Since ABBYY OCR is an advanced and improved version of Tesseract, it 
gives better results than Tesseract OCR for all the cases in our experiment. However, in Table 1, it is observed 
that character recognition rate at character is lower than word and line level in contrast to our discussion on 
word and character segmentation. This is because when we apply sliding window operation on segmented 
character, the methods fail to select global parameter for Otsu method and highest peak for the proposed method 
correctly. The background complexity of segmented characters is lower than background complexity of words. 
This is not true for the words as we can see higher character recognition rate at words level than text line level 
by both the OCRs. In addition, the built-in language model in OCR helps in recognizing word even word 
misses’ character information. Therefore, the proposed and existing methods give better recognition rate for 
words but not text lines and characters. Table 1 also show experiments of Otsu method on whole image, where it 
gives worst accuracy than other methods including the proposed method. Overall, we can infer that the proposed 
method is good for scene text recognition at word level compared to text line and character levels. It is noticed 
from Table 1 that the average processing time of ABBAY OCR requires more time compared to the Tesseract 
OCR. This is because ABBAY OCR involves several complex steps compared to Tesseract OCR.  
 

 

  
 

Table 1: Quantitative results of the proposed and existing methods for HCI (in %) 
 

Methods 
 Character Recognition Rate (CRR)  

ABBYY OCR Tesseract OCR (Google) 
Image Text 

Line Word Character APT(s) Image Text 
Line Word Character APT(s) 

AHM - 89.32 91.15 88.00 1.9 - 85.43 86.34 84.54 1.89 
AOM - 42.80 39.35 39.02 1.91 - 38.52 39.00 37.06 1.90 
Otsu 42.40 45.69 44.64 43.55 1.95 37.67 40.22 42.14 40.55 1.93  

“N0§MOK|NG”               “iLlBl?HR\ NOTICE BOARD”                                         “mowEF!_54=8 “  
(b)  Otsu method 

“NO SMOKING”                           “LIBRHRY NOTICEBOARD”                           “KA-09EF-548” 
 (d) Adaptive Histogram based Method (AHM) 

 
Fig. 5: Sample results of the proposed and existing methods for HCI 

“N0§MOK|NG”                                        “Iv 1‘ ‘ m uhlln”                                         “mowEF!_54=8 “ 
 

       (c) Adaptive Otsu method 

(c) Input text line images 
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4.2.   Experiments on Low Resolution Mobile Camera Images (LMI)  
This experiment shows the proposed method works well for both low-and high-resolution text images. Sample 
results of the proposed and existing methods are shown in Figure 6. Based on the results, the proposed method 
gives better results than the existing methods. The quantitative results of the proposed method and existing 
methods at image, line, word and character level given by both ABBYY and Tesseract OCR are shown in Table 
2. It is noticed that the proposed method at word gives better results compared to existing methods in terms of 
character recognition rate at all levels. The reason for poor accuracy of the existing methods is same as 
discussed in previous section4.1.   

 

 
 

 
Table 2: Quantitative results of the proposed and existing methods for LMI (in %) 

Methods 
 Character Recognition Rate (CRR)  

ABBYY OCR Tesseract OCR (Google) 
Image Text 

Line Word Character APT(s) Image Text 
Line Word Character APT(s) 

AHM - 86.20 87.23 85.92 2.00 - 82.49 83.72 81.66 2.00 
AOM - 43.00 47.16 43.84 2.25 - 39.19 37.04 38.43 2.11 
Otsu 36.84 42,59 46.34 42.61 2.40 28.64 38.29 36.51 37.61 2.39  

 
 

            “   ”                                             “If ')l/\N AIR FORCE”                                         “   “  
(b)  Otsu method 

     “USE OF MOBILE                         “INDIAN AIR FORG®\”                                  “LOUNGE-1” 
   NOT ALLOWED” 
 (d) Adaptive Histogram based Method (AHM) 

 
Fig. 6: Sample results of the proposed and existing methods for LMI 

                 “     ”                                          “If ')l/\N AIR FORCE”                                     “  “ 
 (c) Adaptive Otsu method 

(b) Input text line images 
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4.3.   Experiments on ICDAR 2003 Data   
ICDAR 2003dataset is a publicly available benchmark data for scene text detection. This dataset consists of 
complex background, non-uniform illumination and unfavorable characteristics of scene text. Our method is 
tested on this dataset and the results show that the proposed method is suitable for this dataset. Sample results of 
the proposed and existing methods are shown in Figure 7. Based on the results, the proposed method gives bet-
ter results than the existing methods. The quantitative results of the proposed method and existing methods at 
image, line, and word and character level given by both ABBYY and Tesseract OCR are shown in Table 3. It is 
noticed that the proposed method at word level gives better results compared to existing methods in terms of 
character recognition rate at all levels. The reason for poor accuracy of the existing methods is same as dis-
cussed in previous Section 4.1.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 From Table 1 to Table 3, we can assert that the character recognition rate improves when using segmented 

word as an input because the segmented word background complexity is reduced when compared with the 
text line image background complexity. The results are not same when using segmented word as an input 
for recognition and segmented character as an input for recognition. This is because the language model in 

                       “ ”                                                “  ”                                 “HARWCH \COURT HOUSE“  
(b)  Otsu method 

   “FIRE EXIT                                           “Fire door keep locked”            “HARWICH COURT HOUSE” 
    Keep clear” 
 (d) Adaptive Histogram based Method (AHM) 

 
Fig. 7: Sample results of the proposed and existing methods for ICDAR 2003 data 

                     “  “                                                      “ “                               “HARWICH COURT HOUSE  “ 
 

(c) Adaptive Otsu method 

(d) Input text line images 
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OCR works well for the words but not for text lines and characters. Text line image has complex back-
ground compared to the background of words and language model requires more than two characters to find 
semantics. The processing time of ABBAY OCR is higher than Tesseract OCR for entire Table 1 to 3. This 
is because ABBAY OCR involves complex steps for improving recognition results while Tesseract OCR 
does not. Therefore, in our experiments, character recognition rate at word level is better than text line and 
character levels. 

 
 
 
 Table 3: Quantitative results of the proposed and existing methods for ICDAR 2003 data (in %) 
 

Methods 
 Character Recognition Rate (CRR)  

ABBYY OCR Tesseract OCR (Google) 
Image Text 

Line Word Character APT(s) Image Text 
Line Word Character APT(s) 

AHM - 89.06 90.08 88.62 2.13 - 82.36 85.32 81.11 2.19 
AOM - 39.54 40.42 37.39 2.29 - 32.54 38.72 34.06 2.33 
Otsu 43.08 42.32 43.71 40.05 2.32 36.81 37.32 38.01 35.54 2.40 

 
 
 
5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
This paper presents new text binarization method for scene text recognition. This method explores color infor-
mation of the character components where it is observed that color of pixel in each component have same val-
ues. With this intuition, we propose adaptive histogram analysis based method to choose uniform color values 
by performing sliding window operation over text line, words and characters. This simple idea works better than 
well-known Otsu method and adaptive Otsu method. We have modified the boundary growing method to seg-
ment words and characters from the text line images based on number of iterations while growing. This method 
also works on multi-oriented text lines. Experimental results show that character recognition rate at word level 
improves over character rate at text line level but not at character level. We plan to extend this method for multi-
oriented text lines and curved text lines in future.  
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